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Abstract- In  the  last  few  years  a  large  number  of  internet  

users  are increasing additionally different companies, banks 

and service providers are  providing services  online. So 

various sensitive and financial data are becomes online now in 

these days. This aspect of  internet users  are an  evolution for 

us  but the  dark side of this advantage is too hard to accept, 

because of hackers and  intruders  are  working between  end  

clients  and  service  providers.  A secure and efficient 

technique is required to detect and prevent the attacks over the 

network transaction. In this paper we make a survey about 

various attacks and their problems and establish a problem 

statement for finding the optimum solution for the problem 

arises. In addition of that here we propose a system 

architecture for future simulation of security in internet based 

security.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In  today’s  era  everybody  is using  internet with  the  speed 

of Generation like 2G, 3G, 4G, and many more and above.  

The Internet is a system of connected computer networks that 

use the standard Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) to serve 

billion users worldwide. Internet is in differential part of 

human life. Because every age group person use it according 

to their interest or according to their requirement. Some of its 

applications like social networking sites by which anyone can 

connect chat or communicate over thousands of millions apart 

from each other. People use internet for saving their time and 

physical exertion by making online shopping, online banking, 

e-tickets and file transfer within friction of seconds by using 

e-mails etc.  As internet shows such an advancements and 

facilities it also shows its dark side also. Some threats are also 

related to internet users. As people use  internet for  their 

convince but  there are  some people  whose  intension  is  to  

harm  other  users  for  gaining money,  to take  revenge  or  

some people  do  so  just for  fun using their skill in negative 

directions only. Person with bad intension known as hackers, 

crackers, intruders or malicious users, uses their technicality 

into negative directions. Internet security is a branch of 

computer security.  In this branch different types of cyber 

crime and miss uses of internet are tracked.  As users of 

internet grow,  frauds using internet also gain the 

advancement. In this study we present different types of 

frauds related to e-mails. As we all are using  e-mails in  our 

day to  day life, for  different purpose like official  mails, 

personal  mails or  promotional or  advertising mails. We got 

different mails in our inbox like advertising or promotional 

mails containing  some  offers to  lure  the  user. This  mails 

are  not legitimate and  number of peoples  get trapped  into  

such  frauds  because  lack  of  knowledge  about internet 

security.  In this paper we discuss various attacks in internet 

based  applications,  their  effect  and  detection  and 

prevention techniques. In next section we discuss previously 

made efforts in the domain of providing security over internet 

based applications. 

A. PHISHING ATTACK  

A computing scam, where the perpetrators try to get sensitive 

personal information by sending fake web page. Phishing 

often starts with a legitimate looking email asking you to re-

enter your login credentials, banking information, home 

address and phone number, credit card numbers, or other 

information that can used against you. 

 B. TYPES OF PHISHING ATTACKS  

1) Deceptive Phishing: Phishing is a form of online identity 

theft. An attacker uses social engineering to steal victims' 

personal identity data and financial account credentials.  

2) Malware Phishing: It is malicious software and designed to 

harm or secretly access a computer system without the 

owner's.  

3) Data Theft Phishing: Once malicious code is running on the 

user's computer, it can directly steal confidential information 

stored in the computer.  

4) Key loggers: Key loggers are programs that install 

themselves either into a web browser or as a device driver, 

which monitor data being input and send relevant data to a 

phishing server. 

 

C. DETERMINAN ON OF PHISHING WEBSITE  

Suppose attacker has created a phishing website, which looks 

like similar to the original one. As soon as user will click on 

suspicious links, fake website will be open, which will ask for 

secret key. In this step user will enter the unique secret key 

and wait for the desired Share2 image at a particular position. 

Determination of phishing websites are shown in "Fig. 5". If 

this is fake web site, so obviously it will not have the secret 
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information related to Share2. Since client is downloading his 

Share2 image from opened website and get secret information 

after stacking the both share. Due to absence of a secret 

information, user can determine that it is not authorized one 

and he is suffering from phishing attack. In this case, the user 

must open a proper website by verifying the URL and then 

must change his current secret key by newer one. Because 

attackers now aware with old secret key. Hence, we will 

invalidate that secret key. When a user enters correct 

username and password, then only he can see his account in 

website, So here our main aim is to protect username and 

password. Suppose if an attacker knows secret key, which is 

not changed by newer ones until now. At that condition, the 

Share of image does not matter for an attacker. 

 
Fig.1: Determination of Phishing Web Site 

Now user will get login page but still unaware of username 

and password so he will not be able to see the account 

information as well as he cannot change the secret key 

because during changing it, an attacker must know all 

credentials of user. 

D. AVOIDANCE OF PHISHING ATTACK  

Before being trapped into phishing attack we can work on its 

avoidance. After study lots of details about phishing we can 

avoid such conditions because of which user get into such 

crime. Different types are given as follows:  

Suspicious Website: if user find any suspicious about  

 The web site then user can check for its authenticity. By 

checking its https in the beginning of URL, padlock icon 

in the browser any sign which makes it different from 

original site.  

Before responding: user gets very  careful to  respond  

Before responding: user gets very  careful to  respond  

Before responding: user gets very  careful to  respond  

Fantastic offer: don’t believe such  offers that  are  not  

 Fantastic offer: don’t believe such offers that are  noteasy 

to believe check for the all necessary details of the web 

site  and  ask too  many  questions before sharing any 

personal detail over the internet.   

Typing of URL: never ever click on the URL given in the  e-

mails.  Go  to  the  URL  by  typing  them  into browser 

window. If there is any chance of difference in URL then it 

get reduced by typing it. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we propose a new anti-phishing approach in ad 

hoc environment, which is based on visual cryptography 

scheme. This scheme requires online interactions with a third 

neither party, nor requires any plug-in or online tool hence 

this approach is more user friendly than previous approaches 

in ad hoc environment. According to this approach user will 

be generates two share of the image using (2, 2) visual 

cryptography technique. First share is stored at client side and 

second share uploaded to web site at the time user registration 

process. At the time of user registration website asked for 

some additional information like second share of image, user 

name, password and these credentials of a particular user can 

change once per login. During each login phase, a user will 

verify the legitimacy of website by getting secret information 

with the help of stacking both shares. 
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